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Abstract—Enabled by recent development in silicon photon-
ics, wavelength-routed optical networks-on-chips (WRONoCs)
emerge as an appealing next-generation architecture for the
communication in multiprocessor system-on-chip. WRONoCs
apply a passive routing mechanism that statically reserves all
data transmission paths at design time, and are thus able to
avoid the latency and energy overhead for arbitration, compared
to other ONoC architectures. Current research mostly assumes
that in a WRONoC topology, each initiator node sends one bit at
a time to a target node. However, the communication parallelism
can be increased by assigning multiple wavelengths to each path,
which requires a systematic analysis of the physical parameters
of the silicon microring resonators and the wavelength usage
among different paths. This work proposes a mathematical
modeling method to maximize the communication parallelism
of a given WRONoC topology, which provides a foundation for
exploiting the bandwidth potential of WRONoCs. Experimental
results show that the proposed method significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art approach, and is especially suitable for
application-specific WRONoC topologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

To deal with the ever-increasing on-chip communication

in multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC), optical networks-

on-chips (ONoCs) emerge as an appealing next-generation

architecture. The wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)

technology enables ONoCs to transmit multiple optical signals

on different wavelengths through a single waveguide [1], and

thus to offer much higher bandwidth compared to conventional

NoC systems that use electrical interconnects. Besides, current

research has also demonstrated the advantages of ONoCs in

energy-efficiency [2], [3], since the power-consumption in

ONoCs is relatively distance independent [4].

This work focuses on wavelength-routed optical networks-

on-chips (WRONoCs), which belong to a promising family

of ONoCs. As their name suggests, WRONoCs route optical

signals based on their wavelengths. For each pair of com-

municating nodes in the network, a dedicated signal path is

statically reserved at design time, so that the initiator node

can transmit data to the target node at any time, regardless

of other on-chip communications in progress. In this manner,

WRONoCs avoid the latency and energy overhead for arbi-
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Figure 1: (a) The transmission spectrum of an MRR. (b) Signal

routing mechanism supported by this MRR. Optical signals on

different wavelengths are represented by dash lines in different

colors.

tration, and are thus especially suitable for applications that

require time predictability and/or performance guarantees [5],

[6].

The key network components that enable this passive rout-

ing mechanism are silicon microring resonators (MRR). An

MRR consists of a looped waveguide, namely the microring,

and a coupling mechanism to access the microring [7]. When

an optical signal approaches an MRR, a resonance may or

may not occur, dependent on the radius of the MRR and

the wavelength of the signal. Specifically, if the optical path

length of the MRR is an integer multiple of the wavelength of

the signal1, the signal will be “on-resonance” and coupled to

the MRR; otherwise, the signal will be “off-resonance” and

just ignore the MRR. For example, Figure 1(a) shows the

periodic transmission spectrum of an MRR, where each of

the four peaks represents a resonant wavelength. In particular,

λ2 is a resonant wavelength but λ1 is not. Thus, as shown

in Figure 1(b), when approaching this MRR through a nearby

waveguide, a signal on wavelength λ1 will just ignore the

MRR, while a signal on wavelength λ2 will be coupled to the

MRR and switched to another direction.

With MRRs supporting different resonant wavelengths,

collision-free signal paths can be established between every

two communicating nodes in a WRONoC topology. For ex-

ample, Figure 2(b) shows a GWOR topology [8] that applies

MRRs of two different radii, the transmission spectra of which

1i.e., λr=
neffL
m

, where λr is the resonant wavelength, neff is a constant
refractive index, L is the round trip length of the MRR, and m is a natural
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Figure 2: (a) The transmission spectra of two MRRs of

different radii. (b) A GWOR topology. MRRs denoted by a

have same spectrum as Λa, and MRRs denoted by b have the

same spectrum as Λb. The signal paths (I0,T1) and (I0,T2)

are represented by green and red dash lines, respectively.

are shown in Figure 2(a). In this topology, the signal paths

from initiator I0 to targets T1 and T2 can share the same

output waveguide without data-collision, if the wavelength

usage satisfies the following demands:

1) signals in path (I0,T1) are on-resonance with MRR a

but off-resonance with MRR b; and
2) signals in path (I0,T2) are on-resonance with MRR b.

To this end, path (I0,T1) can use wavelengths λ2 and λ5,

which are the resonant wavelengths of MRR a. Though λ3

and λ6 are also on-resonance with MRR a, they cannot be

selected as they are (partially) on-resonance with MRR b. On

the other hand, path (I0,T2) can use all the three resonant

wavelengths λ1, λ4 and λ6 of MRR b, since this path does

not involve MRR a.

Currently, most WRONoC research assumes that each pair

of initiator/target nodes communicates only with one bit at a

time using a single wavelength. However, as we have seen,

supported by the periodic transmission spectra of MRRs,

multiple wavelengths can be available for a signal path. More

specifically, in the topology shown in Figure 2(b), (I0,T1) can

use two wavelength channels to transmit data simultaneously,

while (I0,T2) can use three wavelength channels. Thus, the

maximal achievable bit-level communication parallelism of

(I0,T1) and (I0,T2) is 2 and 3, respectively.

Actually, we can expect higher communication parallelism

in most state-of-the-art WRONoC topologies, since MRRs of

10-30μm radii can already support up to tens of resonant wave-

lengths in the typical band 1500nm–1600nm [9]. However,

more resonant wavelengths do not necessarily lead to higher

communication parallelism, because the available wavelengths

in each signal path are also dependent on the degree of

overlapping of the transmission spectra of the corresponding

MRRs. Thus, to fully exploit the bandwidth potential of

a WRONoC topology, a systematical optimization approach

regarding the MRR usage in each signal path is necessary.

In this work, we formally model the passive routing behav-

ior in WRONoCs, and propose a design automation approach

to maximize the bit-level communication, by optimizing the
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Figure 3: Representative WRONoC topologies that support full

connectivity. MRRs of different radii are represented by circles

in different colors.

selection of MRR-radii and the usage of wavelengths for data

transmission in each signal path.

II. RELATED WORK

State-of-the-art WRONoC topologies can be classified into

two categories:

1) General-purpose topologies that provide full connectiv-

ity, i.e., all initiators can send signals to all targets. One

of the most recognized topologies in this category is the

λ-router [10], where the MRR usage in each signal path

is relatively balanced, as shown in Figure 3(a). Other

representative topologies include GWOR [8]2, as shown

in Figure 2(b), and Snake [11], as shown in Figure 3(b).

2) Application-specific topologies that provide customized

connectivity, i.e., nodes that do not require data ex-

change are not connected. Such topologies can be re-

duced from general-purpose topologies [12] or synthe-

sized with design automation approach [13], [14]. Due

to the imbalance in the connectivity, the MRR usage

varies a lot among different initiator/target pairs.

Current WRONoC research mostly neglects the communi-

cation parallelism and assumes that each initiator/target pair

uses exactly one wavelength. [9] lays the groundwork for fault-

free and maximally-parallel WRONoC design, which proposes

the first formal methodology for selecting MRRs of proper

radii to avoid data-collision and to increase the communication

parallelism. The limitation of this method is that it overlooks

the differences in MRR usage among the signal paths, and

assumes that all MRRs are used equally. [15] points out that

this assumption is overly pessimistic and results in an inaccu-

rate estimation of the communication parallelism. To take full

advantage of the bandwidth merits of WRONoCs, our work

proposes a new design automation approach to maximize the

communication parallelism considering the routing behavior

in each signal path.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As shown in the above figures, state-of-the-art WRONoC

topologies denote MRR-types as symbols, e.g. a, b, or color-

2GWOR topologies exclude self-connectivity, i.e., a node is not connected

to itself.
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ful circles. This abstraction says nothing about the physical

features such as the radii of the MRRs and the exact value

of wavelengths for data transmission in each signal path.

These physical features, however, are essential parameters that

characterize the communication parallelism of the topologies.

Our target problem is to determine these physical features for a

given symbolic WRONoC topology to achieve the maximized

communication parallelism.

A. Input

• A WRONoC topology that defines a signal path for every
pair of initiator/target nodes that require data transmis-

sion. In particular, the on- and off-resonance MRR-types

in each signal path should be specified.

• A set of MRR-radii options. The radius of an MRR

defines its resonant wavelengths, which can be calculated

applying the methods proposed in [9] and [16].

B. Output

• The radius of each MRR type in the topology.
• The exact values of wavelengths for data transmission in
each signal path.

C. Alternative Maximization Objectives

• The worst-case parallelism in a single path.
• The aggregate parallelism of all paths.

IV. METHOD

We propose an integer-linear-programming approach to ex-

plore this optimization problem in a comprehensive manner.

A. Input Abstraction

For a given input topology, we introduce a set P to denote
the signal paths, and a set M to denote the various types of

MRRs being used, where MRRs of the same type share the

same radius. Based on this denotation, for each signal path

p∈P , we introduce two sets ONp⊆M and OFFp⊆M to

denote the on- and off-resonance MRRs in this path.

Example 1:

The GWOR topology shown in Figure 2(b) can be denoted
as the follows:

P={(I0,T1),(I0,T2),(I0,T3),(I1,T0),(I1,T2),(I1,T3),···};
M={a,b};
ON(I0,T1)={a}, OFF(I0,T1)={b};
ON(I0,T2)={b}, OFF(I0,T2)=∅; ···

Besides, we denote the input set of MRR-radii options asR.
For each radius r∈R, we construct a sequence Ωr to record

its corresponding resonant wavelengths, where Ω
(i)
r denotes

the i-th resonant wavelength supported by radius r.

Example 2:

If we consider the transmission spectra shown in Figure 2(a)
as a set of MRR-radii options R= {ra,rb}, the resonant
wavelengths can be denoted as the follows:

Ωra ={λ2,λ3,λ5,λ6}; where Ω(1)
ra =λ2, Ω

(2)
ra =λ3, ···

Ωrb ={λ1,λ4,λ6}, where Ω(1)
rb

=λ1, Ω
(2)
rb

=λ4, Ω
(3)
rb

=λ6.

B. Radii Assignment

For each MRR-type m∈M and each radius option r∈R,
we introduce a binary variable bmr to represent whether MRRs

of type m have radius r. To ensure that exactly one radius

is assigned to each MRR type, we introduce the following

constraint:

∀m∈M
∑
r∈R

bmr =1. (1)

Since MRRs of different types must have different radii, we

introduce the following constraint to ensure that each radius

is selected at most once:

∀r∈R
∑

m∈M
bmr ≤1. (2)

C. Wavelength Assignment

The wavelength usage in a signal path is constrained by the

resonant wavelengths of the MRRs in this path. Specifically,

a wavelength ω can be used for data transmission in a path

p∈P , if it satisfies the following demands:
∀m∈ONp ω is on-resonance with m;

& ∀m′∈OFFp ω is off-resonance with m′.

Thus, if a path consists of at least one on-resonance MRR, the

number of wavelengths assigned to this path cannot surpass

the number of the resonant wavelengths supported by this on-

resonance MRR. We record the maximum possible number of

the resonant wavelengths supported by any MRR-radius option

as a constant number n, i.e., n :=maxr∈R |Ωr|.
Example 3:

If we consider the MRR-radii options in Example 2, we will
have:

n :=max{|Ωra |,|Ωrb |}=max{3,4}=4;

Therefore, for each path p∈P with ONp �=∅, we introduce
n continuous variables (ωp

k)1≤k≤n as wavelength placeholders

for data transmission in path p. These variables can take

any value between 0 and an upper bound defined by the

given wavelength band. E.g. for the typical wavelength band

1500nm–1600nm, the upper bound of ωp
k will be defined as

1600. If ωp
k takes a non-zero value, it represents the exact

value of a wavelength assigned to path p, and if ωp
k takes 0,

it represents an empty placeholder.
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Example 4:

If we consider the topology in Example 1 and the MRR-
radii options in Example 2, for each path, we will introduce
4 continuous variables:

For path (I0,T1) : ω
(I0,T1)
1 ,ω

(I0,T1)
2 ,ω

(I0,T1)
3 ,ω

(I0,T1)
4

For path (I0,T2) : ω
(I0,T2)
1 ,ω

(I0,T2)
2 ,ω

(I0,T2)
3 ,ω

(I0,T2)
4

···
We introduce the following constraints to ensure that if

an on-resonance MRR m in path p selects a radius r, i.e.∑
m∈ONp

bmr =1, the wavelengths ωp
k used in path p must be

chosen from the resonant wavelengths specified by Ωr:

∀p∈P ∀r∈R ∀1≤k≤|Ωr| :
ωp
k+

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≤Ω(k)
r +q1 ·M+M, (3)

ωp
k−

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≥Ω(k)
r −q1 ·M−M, (4)

ωp
k+

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≤q2 ·M+M, (5)

ωp
k−

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≥−q2 ·M−M, (6)

q1+q2=1, (7)

where M	ωp
k is an extremely large auxiliary constant, and

q1 and q2 are two auxiliary binary variables. When none of

the on-resonance MRR in path p selects the radius r, i.e.,∑
m∈ONp

bmr =0, the inequations become tautology regardless

of the values of q1 and q2. Thus, the above constraints only

come into effect when the radius r is assigned to an on-

resonance MRR in path p, i.e.,
∑

m∈ONp

bmr =1. In this case,

constraints (3)–(6) can be simplified as the follows:

ωp
k≤Ω(k)

r +q1 ·M, (3) ωp
k≤q2 ·M, (5)

ωp
k≥Ω(k)

r −q1 ·M, (4) ωp
k≥−q2 ·M. (6)

According to constraint (7), either q1 or q2 must be 0 while

the other must be 1. Thus, wp
k takes either Ω

(k)
r or 0 as its

value. Specifically, ωp
k=

{
Ω

(k)
r if q1=0 ∧ q2=1,

0 if q1=1 ∧ q2=0.

Furthermore, we need to ensure that if ωp
k selects Ω

(k)
r , Ω

(k)
r

is off-resonance with all m′∈OFFp. To this end, we keep a

safe distance Δd between Ω
(k)
r and the resonant wavelengths

of the off-resonance MRRs. Specifically, we define a radius

r′ to be “conflicting” with Ω
(k)
r , if there exists at least one

ωr′ ∈Ωr′ , so that Ω
(k)
r −Δd<ωr′ <Ω

(k)
r +Δd.

a) Example 5

Consider the topology in Example 1 and the MRR-radii
options in Example 2. And consider p=(I0,T1), r=ra, and
k=2. Thus, we are interested in whether variable ω

(I0,T1)
2 can

take value Ω
(2)
ra =λ3. If Δd is set properly, we should find out

that λ4<λ3+Δd. Since λ4 ∈Ωrb , we say rb conflicts with
Ω

(2)
ra .

We collect all the MRR-radii options that are conflict with

Ω
(k)
r into a conflict set Rconflict

Ω
(k)
r

, and introduce the following

constraint:

∀m′∈OFFp

∑
r′∈Rconflict

Ω
(k)
r

bm
′

r′ +q2≤1. (8)

Thus, if an off-resonance MRR of type m′ in path p is of a

radius r′∈Rconflict
Ω

(k)
r

, i.e.,
∑

r′∈Rconflict

Ω
(k)
r

bm
′

r′ =1, q2 will be forced to

take 0, which will then prevent ωp
k from taking the value Ω

(k)
r ,

according to constraints (3)–(7).

Besides, since there are n :=maxr∈R |Ωr| continuous vari-
ables (ωp

k)1≤k≤n as wavelength placeholders for each path

p, where n≥ |Ωr| for any radius r ∈R, we introduce the
following constraints to set the redundant placeholders to 0:

∀p∈P ∀r∈R ∀|Ωr|+1≤k≤n :

ωp
k+

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≤M, (9)

ωp
k−

∑
m∈ONp

bmr ·M≥−M. (10)

When r is not assigned to any on-resonance MRR in path

p, i.e.
∑

m∈ONp

bmr =0, the inequations (9) and (10) become

tautology; otherwise, the redundant wavelength placeholders

(wp
k)|Ωr|+1≤k≤n will be forced to take 0.

D. Parallelism Maximization

The bit-level communication parallelism in each signal

path p∈P can be regarded as the number of wavelengths

assigned to this path. Thus, maximizing the communication

parallelism in path p is equivalent to maximizing the number

of continuous-variables ωp
k with 1≤k≤n that take non-zero

values.

We introduce a binary variable bpk for each wavelength

placeholder ωp
k to represent whether it takes a non-zero value.

This is modeled with the following constraint:

∀p∈P ∀1≤k≤n : bpk≤ωp
k. (11)

Thus, if ωp
k takes 0, b

p
k will be forced to also take 0; and if

ωp
k takes a non-zero value, i.e. a value equal to a wavelength

which is much bigger than 1, bpk will be free to take either 0

or 1. As we will see later, bpk will take 1 in the latter case,

constrained by the optimization objective.

Based on the above constraints, we introduce two alternative

optimization objectives:

• Worst-Case Single-Path Parallelism We denote the

minimal number of wavelengths assigned to a single path
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in the given topology as vworst, which is modeled with the

following constraint:

∀p∈P : vworst≤
∑

1≤k≤n

bpk. (12)

This constraint ensures that vworst can only take a value

smaller than or equal to the worst-case single-path par-

allelism, and we will see later that this is sufficient for

modeling vworst.

• Aggregate Parallelism We denote the sum of the wave-

lengths assigned to each path in the given topology as

vtotal, which is equivalent to
∑
p∈P

∑
1≤k≤n

bpk.

Thus, the optimization model can be formulated as:

Maximize: α·vworst+β ·vtotal,
Subject to: (1) – (12),

where α and β are adjustable weight coefficients. This op-

timization objective ensures that vworst and bpk will take the

largest possible value as long as α and β are not both set to

0. Thus, it is sufficient for constraints (11) and (12) to only

specify the upper bounds.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Inputs and Parameter Settings

We implement our approach in C++, and solve the integer-

linear-programming model with an optimization solver called

Gurobi [17]. We apply this approach to six WRONoC topolo-

gies of different scales. All of the topologies have been

proposed in published research. Specifically, there are four

general-purpose topologies (GWORs [8], λ-router [10], and

Snake [11]) where the MRR usage among different signal

paths is relatively balanced, and two customized topolo-

gies [13] where the MRR usage among different signal paths

varies relatively more.

We provide MRR-radii options range between 5μm and

30μm, with an incremental step of 0.25μm, as suggested

in [15].

We set the available wavelength band to be 1500nm –

1600nm, and we keep a minimal spacing between any two

wavelengths for data transmission as 0.8nm, i.e., Δd=0.8nm,

since this is the minimum requirement to achieve <−20 dB
of crosstalk for quality factor Q=104 [18].

B. Results Comparison

For a fair comparison between our approach and the state-

of-the-art, we re-implement the radii-selection method pro-

posed in [9] using integer-linear-programming methods. We

run both approaches on a computer with two 2.6GHz CPUs.

Table I3 shows the detailed input features and the optimiza-

3In all the statistics in this section, we refer to a “signal path” as a path that

consists of at least one on-resonance MRR. The wavelength usage in paths

that do not consist of on-resonance MRRs can be freely selected from a rich

set of options beyond the resonant wavelengths, and is thus not considered

for the evaluation of the communication parallelism.

TABLE I: Input features and optimization results

Topology |P| |M| Method vworst vtotal #ω Time

4×4 GWOR 8 2

state-of-the-art 16 136 34 1s

vworst-oriented 16 139 37 134s

vtotal-oriented 14 148 40 18s

4×4 Snake 12 4

state-of-the-art 10 120 40 15s

vworst-oriented 11 134 61 1116s

vtotal-oriented 10 172 62 2586s

4×4 λ-router 12 4

state-of-the-art 10 129 43 8s

vworst-oriented 10 120 46 1999s

vtotal-oriented 10 160 52 3410s

5×5 GWOR 16 4

state-of-the-art 10 168 42 23s

vworst-oriented 10 175 55 367s

vtotal-oriented 7 200 57 2215s

4×4 Custom 6 4

state-of-the-art 10 64 42 25s

vworst-oriented 16 103 34 79s

vtotal-oriented 13 106 33 270s

8×8 Custom 36 6

state-of-the-art 6 224 37 10s

vworst-oriented 6 244 48 2923s

vtotal-oriented 2 288 69 4192s

|P|: the number of signal paths in the topology; |M|: the number of
MRR types in the topology; vworst: the minimum single-path communication
parallelism; vtotal: the aggregate communication parallelism; #ω: the
number of distinct wavelengths used for data transmission; Time: time for

solving the ILP problem.

tion results. We apply our methods under two different settings

by adjusting α and β in the maximization targets, as shown

in Section IV-D. The worst-case parallelism oriented setting

applies α=1 and β=0, and the aggregate parallelism oriented

setting applies α=0 and β=1.

We can observe the following trends from the experimental

results:

• The worst-case communication parallelism in a single

path negatively correlates with the number of MRR-types.

As the number of MRR types increases, the resonant

wavelengths of the on- and off-resonance MRRs in a path

is more likely to overlap, which then leads to the reduc-

tion of the available wavelengths for data transmission.

• Our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art approach
in both optimization settings. Though the state-of-the-

art approach can achieve the optimal results in worst-

case single-path parallelism in some topologies (where

the worst-case path consists of MRRs of all different

types), it cannot fully exploit the aggregate parallelism.

As visualized in Figure 4, our approach significantly

improves the aggregate communication parallelism by

8%−−65%. In particular, based on our path-level routing
model, our approach provides good support to the cus-

tomized topologies where the MRR usage is relatively

imbalanced among the signal paths.

• When applying our approach, the wavelength usage does
not necessarily increase with the communication paral-

lelism. For example, in the 4×4 customized topology,

compared with the state-of-the-art approach, our approach
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Figure 4: The comparison results of the aggregate communi-

cation parallelism between the state-of-the-art approach and

our approach.

increases the aggregated parallelism from 64 to 106, and

simultaneously reduces the wavelength usage from 42 to

33. This is because that we do not prohibit the usage of

wavelengths that are on-resonance with multiple MRR-

types, as long as these MRR-types do not exist in the

same signal paths.

• The program run time of our approach positively cor-

relates with the number of paths and MRR-types in

a topology. Though current WRONoC topologies are

mostly of small scales, it is essential to develop speed-up

methods to prepare for future challenges.

VI. DISCUSSION

The increase of the communication parallelism comes at

the cost of using more wavelengths, which indicates more

laser power consumption and more crosstalk noise. To alleviate

these concerns, an intuitive approach is to increase the spacing

between every two wavelengths, i.e., the Δd. However, a more

systematic approach should be to consider the communication

parallelism in topology design. As shown in the experiments,

for application-specific topologies, it is possible to achieve

high communication parallelism with modest wavelength us-

age. This direction calls for further research efforts.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we propose a mathematical modeling approach

for the maximization of the communication parallelism of

a given WRONoC topology. Compared with state-of-the-art

approaches, we remove the assumption that all MRRs are

used equally in all signal paths, and performs a comprehensive

analysis of the routing behavior. As a result, our approach en-

ables significant improvement on the bit-level communication

parallelism, and is especially suitable for application specific

WRONoC topologies.
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